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Your Guide to the

Welcome to the Oklahoma Boulderfest! This is the first time that an event of this
caliber has been held in Oklahoma and we hope it will be a huge success. We’ve got
a full day of climbing ahead of us, a dyno competition, a truly unique slackline
competition, great music, food, giveaways and prizes, and a few surprises to boot.
We’d first like to thank everyone who helped make this event possible – it takes a lot
of coordination, time and money to pull off something like this so we appreciate
every bit of help we’ve received. A huge thank you goes to the Tulsa County Parks
and Chandler Park staff, without their enthusiastic support we would not have been
able to hold this event. Thanks to each of our sponsors: New Heights Climbing Gym,
Backwoods, Slackline Express, Black Diamond, Prana, Misty Mountain, D&B
Outfitters, the OU Climbing Club, Double Shot Coffee, Ancor Capital Corp., Red,
Daylight Donuts, Blue Moon Bakery, and Domino’s Pizza. Behind each of these
businesses are people that care about climbers. And thank you to all the climbers here
today – this event is for YOU.

Before you begin climbing please turn to the scorecard on page 11, check the box
for your climbing category and write your name.

For your safety and for the safety of others…
Please stick to the climbs we have designated for the event.

Watch for climbers above and below you.
Beware of loose or falling rock.

This is a public park, please be respectful of others.

(Scorecard continued from previous page)

Route Number Point Value Witness Initials Top Ten Total

Thanks to our sponsors…
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SCORECARD
Category (check one):
  M-Novice  M-Intermediate  M-Advanced
  W-Novice  W-Intermediate  W-Advanced
  Juniors

Name (print clearly):______________________________________

Route Number Point Value Witness Initials Top Ten Scores

(Scorecard continued on back page)

Climbing Competition Format
This is an open-format competition where you pick the climb (boulder problem, top-
rope, or traverse) you want to try and try it as often as you want with no penalty on
number of attempts. You record only the climbs you complete. Pick your top ten
climbs and that’s how we get your score. Make sure to record everything you climb
because we will also recognize the guy and girl who complete the most climbs during
the day.

• This guide contains a map of the event area giving the location of each
climb as well as written descriptions. Climbs not identified in the guide are
not part of the competition – please stick to what we have listed.

• Each climb has an ID number, a difficulty rating and a corresponding point
value.

• Many climbs will have colored tape marking the start and finishing holds.
Some of the advanced climbs have tape designating each hold that is “on.”
All attempts must begin on the designated starting hold(s) or beginning of
the climb if starting holds are not designated.

• Refer to the descriptions to see what is “on” or “off” route. If you have a
question about whether something is on/off-route please ask one of the
event volunteers.

• You MUST have a witness (volunteer or fellow competitor) present when
you do a climb to verify that you completed it and earned the points. That
person must initial your scorecard to validate the points earned.

General Information
1) Wear your event bracelet at all times. This ensures you access to all climbs,

activities, and goodies.
2) Only use designated event belayers for the top-rope climbs – this is to

ensure your safety.
3) Don’t just stand there – SPOT SOMEONE!
4) Please take turns on routes and boulder problems and be considerate of

others. If you want to work a problem and someone is waiting to try it –
give them the option of going ahead.

5) Many problems end short of the top. Please don’t top-out unless the
description specifies it!

6) Don’t cheat. (Did we really need to say that?)

Ratings/Point Conversion

V-scale YDS Points

5.0 to 5.6 10

5.7 15

V0- 5.8 20

V0 5.9 25

V0+ 5.10- 30

V1 5.10+ 40

V2 5.11- 50
V3 5.11+ 70

V4 5.12- 90

V5 5.12 130

V6 5.12+ 170

V7 5.13- 250

V8 5.13 330

V9 5.13+ 490

V10 5.14- 650
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Shown below is a graph detailing the number of climbs we have for each point value.

Number of Climbs by Point Value
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MAP A

 1 5.6 10
The Pyramid - Start lower left on rail. Finish upper right at tree.
 2 V3 70 trav
Start at lower right corner on large hold. Traverse left (uphill) to left corner and
finshing hold.
 3 *V6 650 trav
The Autobahn Traverse - Begin at the left corner and traverse through several
limestone walls - staying below the top of the cliffline - to the finishing hold in the
narrow corridor (finishing hold marked – see map). *Additional points added for
length of route.
 4 V2 50
Face climb right of corner. Follow taped holds.
 5 V0 25
Start at undercling block go to pockets and finish at ledge.
 6 5.7 15
Start on taped holds and finish at ledge.
 7 5.8 20 TR
Face climb right of Beginner's Overhang.
 8 5.7 15 TR
Climb up into the large hole and then right out of the hole and over a bulge.
 9 5.7 15 TR
Climb the large flake up and left to the top.
 10 5.11- 50 TR
Face climb between the flake and the crack. Both the crack and the flake are off.
 11 5.8 20 TR
Climb the off-width crack to the tree.
 12 V4 90
Face climb right of crack (start holds are taped). The right arete and crack are off.
Finish at large hole.
 13 V1 40
Start on right arete and finish at the good pocket up and left of the large hole.

 81 V3 70 TR
Lung Butter - Another Chandler great. Start on marked side pulls.  Climb up through
cracks and edges to the top.
 82 5.9 25 TR
Climb the slabby face across from Crux Wall.
 83 5.8 20 TR
Climb the slab to the top.

MAP I

 84 V3 70
Sit down start. Start low on a good jug. Climb bulging corner up to a good jug above
a sloper hold.
 85 5.10+ 40 TR
Stellar arete climb.
 86 V3 70 trav
Huey Couldn't Make It Traverse - Start on the left end of the wall and climb right to
the opposite end of the wall. A great traverse - beware of the crux at the end.
 87 V3 70
Climb crack up and across left to a jug. (taped holds)
 88 V4 90
Got Milk - Start below a roof and follow typical Chandler holds to a good chalked up
finishing hold. (taped holds)
 89 V1 40 TR
Layman - Start under roof. Climb up through nice incut horizontal holds to top.
 90 V2 50
Arete - Start on a cool hold on the left inside of the arete. Climb the arete up to a
good finishing flake.
 91 V5 130 trav
Wisconsin Rapids - Start on marked jug.  Follow chalked holds across and right to
the end of the wall and a large crack/flake hold.
 92 V5 130
Start on low jugs and climb up through horizontals to a taped finishing hold.
 93 V4 90 trav
Sanctuary - Start at side-pull and climb any hold below the roofline right. Finish on
designated pocket.
 94 V2 50
Start on undercling under roof and right hand hold. Go over bulge and up to a ledge
below the tree.
 95 V4 90
Right side of the groove. Start at an undercling hold under the roof. Climb the arete to
a taped finishing hold.
 96 V3 70 trav 
Start at the arete and traverse right keeping your feet low and hands on decent holds.
Finish in a slabby rock gully.

***********
No portion of this booklet may be copied, photographed, or otherwise reproduced without

written permission from the authors.
Copyright ©2005 Oklahoma Boulderfest,

Climbing Scene, LLC, and Stick It! Climbing, LLC. All rights reserved.
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MAP F

 66 V3 70
Start on the left side on dish holds and finish up and right on the second horizontal.
The left arete is off.
 67 V3 70
Middle of the wall, start on a sloper hold about head high. Finish up and right on a
block hold.
 68 V4 90
Start on undercling side-pulls, go up and right to a chopped out block hold.

MAP G

 69 V1 50
Start on the left side of Pepsi Wall. Traverse right up top of rail to crack.  Finish at
top of vertical crack on incut hold. (taped holds)
 70 V3 70 trav
Iron Man Traverse - Traverse right from the lower left of Pepsi Wall, around the
corner, past the tree and to a large crack/side-pull hold.
 71 V3 70
Start in pocket above roof.  Climb any hold (except vertical crack) and finish on the
bulge jug.
 72 V7 250
Pepsi Challenge - The one, the only. Start below roof. Move to pocket above roof.
Go to two chalked crimps.  Right hand to pocket crimp.  Finish on buldge jug. (taped
holds)
 73 V4 90
Skateboard - Start right hand in pocket around arete.  Move up to matching crimps.
Left to pocket crimp.  Finish on jug up and right. (taped holds)
 74 V3 70
Larry King Live - Climb up the arete.  Finish on the arete jug.
 75 V2 50
Super Mantle - Sit down start. Start on the white rock on the lower left side on a good
sidepull. Climb up and mantle through the groove.
 76 V4 90
Super Mantle Right - Sit down start. Starting on the right side of the boulder climb
up, staying right of the groove. Mantle up and over the bulge on sloper holds.
 77 V0 25
On the left side of the boulder, start low and climb up and left on good holds to the
top. Top out.

MAP H

 78 5.8 20 TR
Climb the face on the end of Crux Wall to the top.
 79 5.10- 30 TR
On the left side of Crux Wall climb the gradually overhanging face to the top.
 80 5.11- 50 TR
Gargle My Butt Gravy - Yes, this is the actual name of this climb. Climb the ever
steepening face to tricky tops moves. Crazy name but a great line.

 14 V0- 20
Start on horizontal crack.  Climb straight up to top of pyramid.  Aretes below 2nd
horizontal crack are off.
 15 V1 40 trav
Start on the block (left side of wall) traverse right around the corner to standing
position on shoulder.
 16 V1 40
Start in polished dish in the middle of wall.  Traverse left and up to large ledge
finishing hold.

MAP B

 17 V1 40 TR
Climb the face and overhang on the right side of the wall.
 18 V2 50
Start in marked undercling.  Traverse left staying below top of wall.  Finish by
climbing up flake to ledge.
 19 V1 40 TR
Liberty Bell - Climb up over the box roof.
 20 V2 50 trav
Start on the far left side of Stump Wall and traverse across (right) to the corner.
 21 V0 25
Start at left-facing mini-dihedral in the middle of the wall. Climb up and left to the
block.
 22 V4 90 TR
Ordeal - climb up the left arete and to the top. An ultra-classic.
 23 V10 650
Project - Climb the face right of the Ordeal arete without using the arete or the
protruding jug blocks to the right. Go directly up and finish the same as Ordeal.
 24 V1 40 trav
Forearm Frenzy - Start on the left side on a good ledge hold. Staying beneath the roof
line, traverse right to the finishing hold at the corner.

MAP C

 25 V3 70 trav
Start on the left corner and traverse across the wall to the right corner.
 26 V2 50 TR
Climb up the face left of the corner. Right arete is off.
 27 5.8 20 TR
Snake Eyes - Climb the face right of the crack to the two pockets and then directly
up.
 28 5.7 15 TR
Climb the obvious crack/flake to the top.
 29 5.6 10 TR
Climb the bulging face left of the crack/flake.
 30 V0 25
Start left hand on beak side pull.  Finish on obvious pocket.
 31 V1 40
Start in lowest slot above mini-rail.  Go left through undercling flake to major
horizontal crack.
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 32 V0+ 30
Climb the left angling crack up and finish at the upper horizontal crack (taped).
 33 V3 70
Herpes Variation - Start on the marked hold and climb directly up to the horizontal
crack. For this variation the middle face "pocket" - which is taped - is on. Finish at
the horizontal crack.
 34 V7 250
Herpes - This is the real deal. The middle face hold (taped) is off. Climb directly up
using the other small holds. Finish at the horizontal crack.
 35 V6 170
Sam On the Dial Tones - Climb the bulging corner staying off the right arete, to the
finishing horizontal crack.
 36 V0- 20 trav
Start in the chimney-like area on marked holds and traverse right along the wall and
around the corner to a crack (taped finish).

MAP D

 37 5.6 10 TR
Climb up the dihedral/crack.
 38 5.6 10 TR
Climb up the slab.
 39 V0- 20 trav
Start on the right side of the wall on an obvious ledge. Climb left across the wall and
end at a large crack just before the Pepsi wall.
 40 V5 130
Start in undercling.  Go up through sloper to top.  Top out.
 41 V3 70
Start in undercling and pocket below roof. Top out.
 42 V6 170
Start right on taped hold climb left along chalked holds and then up to top out. Top
out same as 41.
 43 V4 90
Start on low chalked hold (sit-down start). Go directly up on well-chalked holds to
ledge.
 44 V2 50 trav
Start on a good pocket right of the previous route (taped starting hold). Climb right
along pockets and then up to ledge (taped finish).
  45 V2 50
Slam Dunk - Step up into an undercling hold, move to a crappy face hold and toss or
reach for a square-cut jug.
 46 5.11+ 70 TR
Climb the face right of Slam Dunk and staying left of the corner.
 47 V0+ 30 TR
Climb the corner/arete to the top.
 48 5.7 15 TR
Climb the cracks to the top of the wall.

MAP E

 49 V6 170
Far left side of wall. Sit down start. Climb the arête. Finish in horizontal.
 50 V8 330
Sex Magic - Start in undercling.  Go to triangle pocket with left.  Up to horizontal.
 51 V6 170
Terra Flop - Start in undercling.  Right to pocket.  Left to sloping edge.  Right to
knob.  Right again to small crack.  Finish in horizontal. (taped holds)
 52 V2 50
Trooper 2 - Start in undercling and work up and left.  Finish on the horizontal, same
as Terra Flop.
 53 V5 130 trav
The Waltz Traverse - Begin on the left end of the wall on the taped starting hold.
Traverse right on chalked holds to the finishing vertical crack hold.
 54 V5 130
Terra X - Start on low rail.  Left hand to side pull undercling. Right to jug. (taped
holds)
 55 V5 130
Start on jug rail.  Right to good edge.  Left to pinch.  Finish in horizontal. (taped
holds)
 56 V7 250
Right Angle - Start on good jug.  Cross left to edge.  Right to far crimp.  Left to
undercling.  Right to good edge.  Finish in jug pocket. (taped hold)
 57 V9 490
Right Acute Angle - Eliminate the taped right hand hold. (taped holds)
 58 V7 250
Wall Street Pull - Start in undercling.  Right to edge.  Left to dish side pull.  Right to
small crack.  Left to large horizontal. (taped holds)
 59 V9 490
Reef Direct - Start in undercling.  Right to small edge.  Left to gaston.  Left again to
edge.  Match.  Right to small pocket.  Left to dish side pull.  Right to small
horizontal.  Left to large horizontal. (taped holds)
 60 V3 70
Quasi-New York Super Chunk - Start left in pocket & right in undercling.  Up
through edge and flakes to jug finish. (taped holds)
 61 V4 90
Start on small edges just above roof.  Finish on horizontal hold where water stain
starts.
 62 V1 40
Climb NO HANDS touching the rock up the slab. Running start not allowed.
 63 V7 250
Sit start. Climb the designated taped crimpers and finish on the upper right block.
 64 V2 50
Start left side and finish up and right on jug.
 65 V3 70
On the right side of the wall, start on marked edges.  Climb up through opposing
edges to top of jug block.
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     Upper Chandler Park – Main Area


